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I.
INTHODUC1'ION

INTRODUCTION
The present study is an effort to ascertain the importance of an enviroTIJ11ental flactor relative to the intelligence quotient of mental deficients.
The sigificance of such an investigation cannot be
overlooked;

it is obvious from the great amount of

controversy that has apreared

i~

the literature

concerning intelligence and its correlates.
There are broad implications from positive results of a study in which the investigator
seeks a relationship between the mental deficient;'s
I.Q. and an artificially introduced factor.

Such

positive results would affect the field of education, especially that of exceptional children by
emnhas i zin&!, the imnortance of emoti on.al
.L.

\.....i.J..

0~rowth

•

Psychology would be benefited, especially the area
of psychotherapy for many therapists are of the
pinion that low

r.Q.

0-

precludes therapeutic aid.

Too, the social workers, who deal with the primary
relations of individual and social aid, coulj apply
the results to their field of endeavor.

II.
HYPOTBESIS

HYPOTHESIS

A non-directive group play situation will
cause a posi ti ve change in the verbal and perforlnance I.Q.'s of endogenous mentally deficient boys.
Verbal I.Q. is meant to be the quotient
obtained from the Stanford-Binet (1937 revision).
Performance I.Q. is meant to be the quotient obtained from the Grace Arthur Point Scale.

Endogenous

includes those individual meeting the following
requirements: (12 )

II

Pres ence of mental defi ci ency

among the members of the imrnediate family, absence
of neurological signs (of brain lesion).11

PAHT I

NITI

CIENCY

cording to Lv Nt

Y~psen

(36) almost all

the definitions of mental deficiency that have appeared in the literature are inadequate&
tions are

tel~ued

These defini-

inferior on the grounds that they

are concerned with resultant phenomena rather than
causative factors relative to mental deficiency.
Yepsen has divided these definitions into three
groups:
1)
2)
3)

Those which use as criteria the inability
to learn com.ilion acts.
Thos e in whi ch the obs erved comr!1uni ty or
social behavior is deficient.
Those in which reference is made to tlle
individual's relationship to, or place in,
a larger group, using statistical procedures
and quotients in order to form such judgments.
As the author paints out, all three state-

ments have qualifications that are true for mental
deficients;

but, they are also tr'U8 for other types

of mental conditions.

Obviously, the confusion and

inadequacy of terminology results in poor diagnosis
and classification.

Dr. Yepsen's article was

primarily an effort to clarify and unify definitions of mental deficiency in order to yield a more
definitive

diagno~is.

Grace Arthur (2 ), in exami

ng

s

question, has also criticized the present method
of defining and diagnosing mental deficiency.

Her

main critique, however, is of the British or "social"
definition.

By this definition the mental normality

or subnormality is determined by the locality in which
the individual lives.

Arthur pOints out two weak-

nesses in this definition which have caused it to
fall into disuse.

rrhe first is that subnormality

which is com:muni ty determined does not account for
differences in societies.
by

This point is reinforced

presenting the case of an individual who func-

tioned nicely in rural society but could not adequately adjust to the derI1ands of the urban group.
Thus, he was feebleminded in the urban area, nonnal
in the rural area.

The second weakness referred

to was the inability to apply the social definition
to children.

Since children are dependent socially

it would be difficult to determine, excepting cases
of gross subnorrnality, when a child could be classified socially incapable.
In reference to the determination of
feeblemindedness in childhood, Edgar A. Doll (8)

has emphasized that

!l e

$'

the diagnosis of feeble-

mindedness in children is tentative or prognostic."
It should be pointed out that Doll has used the term
"feeblerl1inded l1 where'ss Yepsen and Arthur have used
the terms IImentally deficient!1
well.

and "subnormal" as

This situation could be taken as a case in

point in regard to the confusion reigning in the area
of definition.

For Doll QO), mental deficiency

includes both feeblemindedness and intellectual
retardation~

as

II

Feeblemindedness is further defined

mental subnormality coupled with social incom-

petence ll ; intellectual retarda ti on as I'mental
subnormality without social incompetence."
Despite attempts at clarification of the
definition and diagnosis of mental deficiency most
social agencies still employ inadequate methods
of classifying clients,

As Yepsen

~6)

has said:

Unfortunately the intelligence quotient is the
sole diagnostic technique (used in detennining
mental deficiency) in many clinics and has a place in the statutes of at least one state.
The present study employs children who
have been assigned to special classes on the basis

-6-

of intelligence test results.

Other measures have

been included, however, in order to gain a more
complete picture of these subjects.

By a state-

ment of findings from these measures the reader
can judge and classify the individuals in this investigation according to his own system.

DIGES1 OF MATEhIAL
i

PAR1' II
SECrrION A

SOC1

INTELI

Mental deficiency has always been of interest to man.

B.J. Bal{er (4 ) relates a brief sumJnary

of the history of the mentally retarded from the
Christian era in Rome to the early 1900's in the
United States.

In the opinion of Baker, Seguin,

a student of Itard, was the father of modern studies
of the feebleminded.

Other workers in the field,

during the first half of the nineteenth century,
were Horace Mann and S e G Howe c
&

In 1850, Howe es tab-

1ished the Massachusetts School for Idiotic and
Feeble-minded Youth.

The idea of state schools

spread rapidly and eventually it was found necessary
to establish special classes in the public school
system in order to adequately deal with high grade
cases of mental deficiency.

The first such class in

America was established in 1897 at Springfield,
Massachusetts; later at Chicago in 1898, and at
Detroit in 1903.
At the end of the nineteenth and start
of the twentieth century, almost COincidental
the establishment of state schools and srecial

~h

-8-

classes, modern mental measurement had its beginning.

Florence L. Goodenough (14), in a historical

review of mental testing, records the efforts of
Cattell during the 1890's.

so, she deals

th

the more significant work of Binet and Simon at the
beginning of the present century.

The most meaning-

ful work relative to the study of mental deficiency
in Arneri ca was eione by H. J-L Goddard.

Bes ides trans-

lating the Binet-Simon scales into English, Goddard
did quite a bit of work toward the furtherance of the
study of heredity as a cause of mental deficiency.
Al thou8h ini tial wory,: done wi th mental
tests was

import~nt

in itself, time was necessary

to establish the usefulness of the instrwllents.
cr'he follow':"up study was one method of determining
the adequacy of testing and classification.

One

of the earlier investigations relative to the I.Q.
cons tancy of the mental defect! ve was Kuhlman f s (19)
ten year test and retest program at the Minnesota School
for Feebleminded.

Using a group of six hundred and

thirty-nine cases having an age range from one to
tvventy years, Kuhlman attempted to determine tbe
value of the I.Q. method of classification.

By

-9-

testing these individuals every

o years he

so

analyzed the traits of their mental growth curve.
O.rnmi t ted fr'om the study were thos e cas es in the
institution from whom a reliable mental age could
not be obtained.

The resulting subjects ranged

from the grade of idiocy to approximately average
normal intelligence; each case was examined two to
five times.
From the results of repeated retesting,
Kuhlman came to the conclusion that there was a
variation in the I.Q. of the feebleminded.

This

variation, however, seemed to depend upon the intensi ty of the feeblemindedness.

For exam.ple, the

borderline individual seemed to show greater varia-

Another investigation of institutional
cases was that of Minogue in 1926 (23).

In an ef-

fort to check the cons tancy of the ment;ll defective t s

I.Q., Minogue made a study of four hundred and fortyone inJna tes of Letchw orth
York.

llage in rrhiells, New

Scores were obtained from the inmates upon

entrance into the institutibn
being held over a period of

th reexaminations
a to ten years.

The

I .Q. 's of the group as determined
tests ranged from 20 to 70.

the 1'erman

Cases of marked psy-

chopathology and gross physical disability were
excluded from the study.
The res ul ts of the tes ti ng and retes ting showed an inverse relation be

een the degree of

change and the frequency with which it occurred.
Percentage of change ran in this order: No variation, ten and nine-tenths percent; one to five
paints variation, sixty and eight-tenths percent;
six to ten paints variation; nineteen and threetenths percent; eleven to fifteen points variation,
four and eight-tenths percent; sixteen to twentyfive pOints variation, four and three-tenths percent.

It should be noted that the largest percent-

age of variation, sixty and eight-tenths percent,
occurred in the one to five point range, which is
considered not significant.

All in all there was

relatively little variation and that which did
occur tended toward a loss of I()Q. points.

Another

interesting point yielded by the results was the
fact that the greatest frequency of variation was

1-

found in the age group past

enty-one.

11hus,

nogue, since she considered her sample representative of the feebleminded as a
that:

Ii

ole, concluded

intelligence quotients of from 20 to 70

obtained by the use of the Terman tests are constant
in more than seven cases out of ten. n
Three years after the appearance of
article on I.Q. constancy, Chipman ( 6 ) reported the
tel' Ee

results of a similar investigation at the

Fernald State Hospital at Waverly, Massachusetts.
One thousand seven hundred and fifty-one cases
were tested with the Stanford-Binet Intelligence
test when admitted into the institution.

Using
'-'

this initial test as a basis, comparisons were made
with the latest test result obtained from the subjects.

The individuals investigated represented all

grades of the feebleminded:

forty per cent were

moron, thirty-seven per cent were imbeciles, twent
three per cent were idiots.

Both sexes were also

represented, one thousand and eip:hty-slx of the
SUbjects being male; the remainder, female.
The changes in test scores were recorded
and i twas f OU11d that the vapi a ti ons in I.

Q.

-12-

showed a slight tendency to decrease, decrease beinE
determined by a loss of five or more IIlIQ$ pOints.
The groups showing greatest variability were, first,
the chi loren uJ1der sixteen years of age, iNho show
ed a marked tendency to decrease.

IThe second group

showing greater variability was the older female
group; of these individuals, all grades tended to
increase in

I.~e

standing.

Increase was repre-

sented by a gain of five or more I.Q. points.

The

most stable group, idiot grade, yielded the most
constant

I.~.

standing.

On the basis of these results, Chipman
concluded that the Stanford-Binet had been a reliable basis of prediction in seventy-nine per cent
of the cas es e

It m.us t be remembered, however, that

the very fact that testing was done in an institution
indicates a controlled situation.

Studies of mentally

deficient persons in society or institutions with
special progrwns did not yield the same results.
Kephart t S study a t the Wayne Courity 'Training }iome,
discussed in another part of this review, 10 a case
. pOln
. t•
ln

In the same year that Chipman's data was
reI eas ed, Oti s (25) reported the res ul ts of a s omewhat unique investigation at Belchertown State

School Belchertown, Massachusetts.
termed unique for it deals
group treatment.

The study is

th the resul ts of

Since institutionalization may

be classified as group treatment, it should be explained that the subjects for study made up a reading club of twenty-

0

members.

These members, all

gi-rls, ranged from high grade to borderline cases
with chronological ages from seventeen to fortynine, the median age being twenty-four.
was

v~3

to 8F)~ pOln
. tsiWI"n
t ' a meOIan
].

0_f

I.Q. range

68
. t
.
pOlns.

The club, in operation for a one year, eirht month
period, aimed at encouraging the subnormals to read
good books.

Writing was also done, though to a

lesser extent, in making up reports relative to
the books read.
Aside from an improvement in expression by
writing, Otis found changes in

Ie~.

standing,

These

results were obtained by retesting the 8i1"ls,- who
had originally been tested in 1925 or 1926, with the
Stanford-Binet.
groups,

Scores were recorded for three

o were compos ed of cl ub gi rls

the basis of time spent in the club.

dj" vided

on

The third

group was composed of non-Club members similar to
the club members in respect to chronological age.

-14-

There was an improvement of 4.4 Ie

paints registered

by the experimental group over tho control group.
Four conclusions were drawn:

that

training in reading and bool{ work affects the
Stanford-Binet test results.
improvement in I.

Secondly, that the

standing is impossible after

the age of sixteen years.

Third, that the improve-

ment in the case of these girls was due more to
changes in vocabulary score and understanding of
language than to changes in memory span or reasoning,ability.

Fourth, that feebleminded girls over

sixteen years of age may be trained in reading and
book work sO that their use of language improves.
This latter statement is somewhat in agreement with
the conclusion arrived at by M. 1. Steckel, discussed later in this review, in which. she recornrnendes
training for mental deficient girls under sixteen
years of age.
One wonders, however, to what extent the
improvement was due to special reading instruction,
Even though these individuals showed improvement in
the vocabulary area on the tests, it is possible
that SOOle credit should go to the group meetings and
mutual participation.

This point will be discussed

further in the section on group therapy.
Not all studies of the mentally defi
variability.

were concerned only with I.

ent

Some

investigators were curious to know how mentally
deficient individuals, ClE1S sified as such in their
youth, adjusted to society.

~ne

of the earlier

follow up studies of this type, conducted by Ruth
Fairbanks

nl ),

was the social evaluation of a group

classified in 1914 as subnormal.

The follow-up was

done in the Locust Point District of Baltimore sixteen years after

e orjginal classifioation.

al-

though the initial study was composed of one hundred
+
' b anKS
'
has used only one
ana SIX t y-vwo
cases, F·aIr
'j

•

hundred and twenty-two cases;
seventy-two boys.

fifty girls and

The average I.Q!s. for the two

groups were 61 and 72 respectivelYt
inal study it was thought that
of the group

coul(~

In the orig-

enty . . two merl1bers

never s upl'ort thems el ves and that

the remaining one hund:'ed ano forty-four would, in
all probability, have a dif
economically independent.

cult time becryning
In 1930 Lfairbants gather-

cd data regardin2; tne; social adjustment and stability
of' these ind.ividuals.

It was found that forty-ciLllt

of the fifty girls Rnd forty-ei
two bays had

ma~·:ied.

t of the (;eventy-

Seventy-fi~e

of the

ma~ried

-1

persons had one hundred and seventy-five
In regard to the stability of these marriages, there
were nine divorces and one seFaratlan among the men;
four divorces and three separations among the women.
Of the one hundr'ed and

enty-

0

subjects there

were five cases of illegitimacy and five cases of
prostitution.

In contrast to the original rredic-

tion that it was improbable that these subnormals
could be self supporting, ninety-five of the one
hundred and twenty-two were, in 1930, self supporting.

From the group of twenty-two deemed entirely

incapable of self sUPfort,

~t

was found that eight

of the men and four of the wornen were not financial
burdens of society.

~'~Qe
--

n'
1"enI1ainin
f'l',;'e
. . , noweve"'l"
..
~--o·-

were being aided by family and comn1unity.

j

,

Consider-

ing the total group, clesrite the fact that the rna
jority did not go beyond the fifth grade, only ten
per cent were receiving financial aid,
In view of the data, Fairbanks has made
the following statement:
••• we must not allow ourselves to overemphasize the discrepancy between the rather
sober prophecies made years ago concerning
th.eir (the subnonnals I) future. They were
scientifically sound warnings uttered in
the hope that the special needs of the children WOuld be recognized. The results are
due to ci rCW11S tances that are uni que and that
would seem to justify that hope.

Other investigators have not been so optimistic"

In the Montevall Public Schools, Montevall,

Alabama, a study was made of a group of mentally
deficient girls excluded from the Schools' special
classes because of increased agee

The Investiga-

tion, reported by M. L. Stechel in 1934 (30), was
concerned largely with the social adjustment

these

girls, over sixteen years of age, as indicated by
employment and independency from social aid.
Uf the one hundred girls investigated in
this follow-up study, nineteen had been employed
outside the home.

Of this group, twelve had been

employed in a local packing house, three had cared
for children in the neighborhood, two had worked as
domestic servants, one had been employed as a messenger in a department store.

Others of the total

ff'"
, an d
group 1la.d b een emp 1 oyeo. bUt. proveo.." lne":.J..1Clent
~

were discharged.

Another group of theQ'irls that

were independent of social aid were

enty-seven

married ones, five others had married but were divorced.

Three of the total group had died.

Thirty-

six of the total group had caused action to be taken
by the authorities.

Of this latter group, twenty-

two had apreared before the Drobatlon officer;
-

-

k

nine had given birth to illegitmate children; five

had been conunitted to a state ins

tution f'OJ:

feebleminded.
In consideration of the results, Steckel
recmmnended tt.at mentall v defecti ve girls be trained
v

'-'

for outside jobs since they appeared to be grossly
inadequate
ments.

en trying to fulfill employment requil'e-

She does not regard the subnormal married

women as better taken care of than their sisters:
"bince 'like begets like! ..• these defective girls
married are the source of continued and continually
·
.
' I ~ ...• II
lncreaslng
pro bJ.em t a sOcle0y

In 1936, W. h. Baller ( 5) reported the
results of a study aimed at

fl • • •

throwing additional

light upon the factors involved in the social adjus tment of rnentally subnormal pers ons who had not
come under insti tutional supervision. II

'The stUdy

utilized two groups, one composed of two hundred
and six males and eighty females rated belOW 70 in
intelligence quotient.
was

con~posed

A second, or control, group

of tlnormal!lpersons.

These tViO groups

were matched according to age, sex, and nationality.
There were seven main areas of importance
in regard to the deficients' personal histories and

adjustment.

First, educational histories showed that

some of the mental deficients had attended high school;
a few had even done post high school worlL;

Second,

the family life of the deficients was less stable
than that of the "normal" group.

(Ihe family group

of the 8ubnormals seemed to be larger and, alsO, more
susceptible to break up by divorce or antisocial
behavior Since there were three to seven times as
many lavi breakers in their group.

Fourth, a1 though

eighty-three per cent of the deficients had been
to a degree self supporting, their
records were erratic.
subno~la1

emploJ~ent

Fifth, the movement of the

group from one neighborhood to another

varied more than the

II

normal It group.

Sixth, the

male mental deficients did not tend to marry, a
situation which Fairbanks found to be true.

However,

at an average age of twenty-one, over Sixty per cent
of the subnormal girls were married.

Seventh, the

subnormal's death rate was seven times that of the
"normalS."

The investigator found that adjustment

among the males was influenced by higher IeQ. and
longer school terms:

among the females by nwnber

of Siblings, economic status of the family, age and
nationality.

-20-

Despite the negative aspects of the

cture,

Baller concluded that through better !Iin school" and
lI

after school 19 programs, workers may aid in the

adjustment of the mentally deficient.
Miles l\lurphy (22), in 1938, investigated
a group of individuals who were classified five to
fifteen years previously as borderline cases
I.Q.

IS

from 60 to 80 points.

th

rrh:Ls study was under-

taken at the University of Pennsylvania in order to
determine the status of maturity of persons originally termed subnormal.

This investigation may

be thought of as also being, to some extent, an at
tempted verification of Dollls opinion relative to the
value of mental classification in childhood.
To accomplish his aim, Dr. Murphy reinves tiga ted the cas es of one hundred pej:'s ons • From
this group a sample of ten was chosen, five males
and five females.

The age and I.Q. ranges of the

group when first examined were eight to seventeen
and 64 to 87, r'espectively.

Murphy found that seven

of the subjects were still living with their parents,
three were dependent upon social agencies as a result
of family break up.

Two of the males were workirJ.g,

two were dependent and one had had employment at
one time.

Of the girls, one is in an institution,

one does housework, two are married, and one is
irregularly employed.
The sUbjects of this study are not n6cessarily an adequate sample.
pOints; out:
group.!!

As the author, himself,

tiThes e cas as probably repres ent a select

Though the findings of this study are es

sentially negative, Dr. iYiurphy's conclusion does
not eliminate all Lope for adjustment:
Individuals of borderline ability such as those
we have in our group have few competitive ad(the) ••• struggle for vocational
vantages in
placement.
t

••

Previous to the 1940 f s, work in the area
of intelligence and its nature components remained
diversified to some extent.

In 1940, however, con-

traversy raged over the merits of heredity and
environment in relation to I.Q.•• Of value in unifying opinions and determining paints of view was the
Iowa studies.

The 111i

nth Yearbook of the

---------~--.------------------~

National Society for the jtudy of Education had as
its aim:

" •.. to throw light upon the nature and

nurture of intelli ence. H It is especially significant since the society's chairman ITas G. D. Stoddard

-22-

of Iowa, one of the main proponents of nurture in
the nature-nurture arguJnentfJ
Dr. Beth L. Wellman (34), a Stoddard
associate in Iowa, presented in the yearbook a
study of the effects of different types of schooling upon intelligence.

This report was an effort

to sunm1arize previous investigations of the Iowa Child
~he

Welfare Research Station.

paper was divided in-

to three parts, the first was concerned with mental
growth during preschool years; the second, during
elemento.ry school years;

thE~

to high school and college.

third, from preschool
The results were based

on a two part yearly tes tj.ng: program:
•• 1 1'11' c t e¥'ea
aa'ml'
J

'J

L

l'

0'
n ttl_ e. } -s1DY'l
. _ nt."

One tes twas

anoth11>...1_
pin
ttl__I.J.L.(:Ia].1_ .
___
D

Wellman concluded, in regard to mental growth during preschool years, that culmative gains in I.Q&
were made by the preschool children over the first
two years of attendance.

rrhis conclusion was aug-

mented by the fact that non-pres chool children r;id
not gain in I.Q. and orphanage chiltiren decreased in
regard to the second part of the study,
mental growth during elementary school attendance,
Wellman found tila t the

II

pa t tern of change vari ed wi th

... 23-

different elementary schoOls."

The real verification

of the second study was found in the results of the
third investigation.

In examining the mental growth

from preschool to high school and col:ege, it was
found that there was a relationship between college
eX~linations

classes.

and length of attendance in preschool
so a reI 1'-- ti onshi D was evident between
.l.

the length of attendance in University schools .and
results on college entrance examinations.
Another member of the Iowa group, H. M.
Skeels (27), reported upon environmental change and
its relation to mental growth.

The envirorunental

change in this case was referring to

h~ne

environ-

ment, which might well be considered of more basic
nature than change in school environment.

Skeels

I

article in the yeo.rbook was a SWll1:1ation of studies
done at the Iowa Child Welfare Research Station
over a six year period.

The report derrIs

th four

aspects of the mental growth-home environment r21a
tionship.

Investigations of

tl~e

first relationship,

length of residence in underpri v'ileged homes, found
tha t the highes t I. Q. f S were obtained by clli Idren
under ten years of age.

These children were tested
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a few weelcs after leaving their homes for an orphanagee

The second investigation, a study of mental

growth relative to cLange

om an und ar pri vi 1 eg ed

home to a superior adoptive home, yielded increases
proporti on to the quali t;;r of homes in
, which they were placed.

Even those children who were

Placed in institutions showed a slight increase in
<..~

I .

th a

The third part of Skeels' report deals

study of placement in infancy of one hundred and
fifty-four children under six months of age.

These

children from the "lmver SOCial, economic, and educational levels ll were placed in "averaGe and superior
fos ter homes
subjects.

t

II

o examinati n8 were vgiv6n to the

The first yielded above average I.Q.

the second showed a decrease in

I.~. IS

IS;

but they

remained above average for the general population.
Skeels observed that the results did not coincide
wi th the expected resul t:3 for children from the lower
types of envi romnent.
deals with mental

The fourth and last renort
J.

in relation to change
from
v

~rowth

v

a relatively non-stimulating environment to one considered more stimulatinf:
'--

t

Thirteen children from the
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Iowa Soldiers· Orphan's Home, who were considered
unsuitable for placement because of mental retardation, wert relocated in the Iowa Institution for
Feeblrnninded Children.

At the time the shift

to~{

place the ntea.n chronologi cal age for the group was
nineteen and four-tenths months;
64,3.

the me

These children received indi

dual attention

from the brighter older gi 1'13 on the 1Nards of the
institution.

Al.so, the attendants gave the children

special attention.

A control group similar to the

group transferred, with the exception of a higher
initial I.Q., remained in the orphanage for observation.

Treatment in the orphanage was considered

by Skeels to be that experienced by children in the
average horne of its type.

There was Ii t tIe tLne

for individual attention.
The average gain in intelligence for the
exoerimental grouD at the end of a
....

,---,..I..

was 27.5 points.

~ach

o year period

child showed a gain within

a range from 7 points to 58 points. The children in
the control group, however, showed an average loss
in I.Q. of 2C.2 points.

All children in this group

but one showed losses.

The exception gained 2 points

-26-

Skeels felt that the gain in I.Q. was a

in I.Q ••
true gain.
a)

b)

C)

He concludes

A change from mental retardation to normal
intelligence in children of preschool age
is possible in the absence of orgE!.nic disease
or physiOlogical deficiency by providing a
more adequate psychological prescription.
Conversely, children of dull-normal intel
ligence may bec~ne mentally retarded to
such a degree as to be classifiable as
feebleminded under the continued adverse
influence of a relatively non-stimula ng
environment.
An intimate relationship between the child
and an interested adult seems to be a factor:
of importance in the mental development of
young children.
At the fifty-fifth annual meeting of the

American Psychological Association, Marie Skodak and
Skeels

~8

) reported once more on the group studied

:Ln part three of the above report.

At the firs t

examination, in 1934, tll.e mean I.C!,. of the gpoup was
117.

The last examination, in 1946, showed a mean

I.Q. of 107 on the 1916 Stanford and a mean

Ie~.

107 on Form L.

Although
there was no coYrelation
,-.

between the I.Q.

fS

of

of the foster parents and the

children under study, Skeels and Skodak conCluded:
The intellectual level of the children has remained conSistently higher than would have been
predicted from intellectual, educational or
socia-economic level of the true parents and
is superior to the mental level of children in
environments .slmilar to those In which the
natural parents grew up.
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The preceding studies were representative
of the work done at Iowa.

There had been criticisms
om the

from many sides of the conclusions drawn
studies.

One of the milder critiques was that of

R. 1. Thorndike's (33) check upon the results of
Ilman's school studies.

By initiating retesting

programs at three certain "superior" schools in
York, Thorndil{e fel t tha t a valid comparis on could
be made

th the Iowa retesting results.

The I.Q.

s cores obtained from two of the schools

thin the

program did not show significant change; in the third
school, however, there were changes reported that
were similar' to those of the Iowa investigators.
'-'

The data, however, could not be related to the length
of time the clnld remained in school.
Another, and more severe criticism of the
Iowa studies was that of Quinn McNemar (20).

The

main points of attack were the methodological and
statistical procedures used in the investigations.
McNemar gave specific instances of inaccuracies and
corrected them.

Thus he chal"ged ItWe have found much

of the sUPl=0sed evidence for environmental influences
on the I.Q. to be entirely non-existent. 1I

Wellman,
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Skeels and Skodak (35) answered his charges point by
point.

The answer, however, made it clear that the

results were not as sensational as first supposed.
Not of the Iowa group, but working in
similar areas of investigation were Go 3. SpGer and
No C. Kephart.

Speer (29), in an effort to check

the results of Skeels and Fillmore, reports an inves
tigation of two groups of children; group A's Children,
having definitely feebleminded mothers possessing
mean I.Q.i s of 49 paints, group B's children having
aprarently nonnal mother's e

The nwnber' in group A

was sixty-eiJht; group B, fifty-seven.
of both groups were

clas~ified

The fathers

as inadequate.

Both

groups carae from homes of low ec onomi c s ta tus .
The children of group A and group B were
placed in boarding home.s s traip;ht from thei 1'1 own
homes.
a~e
o

1'he only factor operating in reference to

at placement was that of need.

The zero to

fifteen year age range in this study was similar to
that of the Skeels and ,Fillmore investigation1s one
to fourteen years.

Speer has found

fI •• e

a

and consistent drop in I.Q. the longer the child has
been in his own home. If

frhis statement was derived

from the 1916 Stanford test results obtained three
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months after placement.

This testing procedure vari-

ed somewhat with children over
or three years of agee

elve and under

o

The variance was not great

enough, however, to prevent the author from drawing
pertinent conclusions.

The following table in-

dicates the results yielded by the examination:
Age At Placement in Years

- ...

Group A ( 68)
Number Mdn.

Group B(57)
Nur!1ber Mdn.
I. Q.

I. Q.

"""",~.~.

0 to 2

12

100.5

9

97.3

3 to 5

19

83.7

9

96.7

6 to 8

12

74.6

18

91.7

9 to 11

9

71.5

14

95.0

12 to 15

16

53.1

7

82.3

The above table illustrates the relationship between
the children's I.Q. and length of time spent in their
own home.

:3ince the relationship is seemingly a

direct one, Speer concludes that

II • • •

there is no

reason why physically normal children of feeble
minded mothers may not be placed for adoption, from
their own homes, provided this is done before the
third birthday."

A related report in this area is that of
IL C. Kephart's (17) study of the influence of en-

vironmental stimUlation upon the rate of mental
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growth.

The subjects for study were high grade moron

and borderline children.

Children who were "" .•

brain damaged (through trawna or disease) ..•• " or
had

II •••

a more general pathological disturbance

(syphilis, endocrine disbalance) .•.• ", were excluded
from the study. 'The group for study was rather
loosely defined as bei,ng those

II ....

to whom the en-

vironrrlsnt appears to have presented definite restrictions against normal socio-psychological development.!i
I~ephart! s

questions.

inves tiga ti on was aimed at three

The first question was concerned with

the decline of I.Q. in the hor!1e enviromnent.
to come to a conclusion concerning this

In order

i~~:'ue,

fifty

children were studied over a three and one half year
period.

The results indicated a loss.

The second

question, can a reversal of the negative trend be
obtained by placing the child in a more favorable
environment, was studied by pl9.cing the same fifty
children in the Wayne County Training School.

The

author pOints out that all institutions are not
considered favorable enviromnental situations; he
expresses the opinion that the

yne County School

1I •••

is directed toward the provislon of adequate

experience. 1i

Over a period of

institutionaliza~

tion for four and one half years the children showed a

It

1
t~o galn
. in average annual mental
... t enaeley
.1

age growth. II
After these two preliminary investigations, a third question arose:

can a specialized

program produce a significant change in I .Q.?

A.n

answer to this question was sought by studying a
group of sixteen boys over a one and one half year
peri od.

Thes e boys, wi th mean ,3 tanford- Binet I. CL ! s

of 66.3, were subject to a program emphasizin[! personality needs.

The program, not described in de-

tail, seemed to emphasize acceptance of the :Lndividu8.1
to a greater extent than usual by d:Lrecting social
approval

11 •••

toward the recognition of productions •..

showing ingenuity, initative, and original planning.
Only secondary emphaSis was placed upon the finished
product. II

Kephart fOUt'1d tha t the boys showed a mean

increase of 10.0 points over the one and one half
year period, only one individual showed negative
res ul ts .

IThus, the c oncl usi on is reached th8 t a

s peciali zed pY'ograxYl ca.:., be

j.llS tr'uH18ntal

:Ln promoting
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.
· I
an lncrease
In

St

0
e~.

an d'Ing

th

e type of mental

deficients defined in this study.
~l

In 1944, G. A. fuuench

) presented a

study of mental defecti ves eig'hteen years after tLei r
diagnosis, by l\laJ'y E. Adams and Edgar A. :CoIl, as
borderline and feebleminded.

~rOUD

Of the original
\...

,-.I.

of forty so classified at the Opportunity School,
COlu;'11bus, Ohio, eight were available for testing
eighteen years la ter. One half of the ind:i. 'viduals
eX8Jnined in tilLs folloH up study were ini tially
r1 •
' as Oe.Lln1 t 8_y
1 tee bl_ eFllna8Ct,
. , , th e other ht:.lf
ul8.gnosea
".P •

•

.P

as definitely borderline or dull no~mal.
f:11'n.n 1'11

\.A.

_

_

""nl'
V.L --.... (.
U

o ¥I
c:tUQ'"';r
1"a
...
t..Y
iV
U •

II

•..,

•

•

'"

to

Cl
\.A

fuuench's

t" tE~1'Ylnt
+0
0' Pt!' PI"'1.1i.'.lVle
.I.: .1:.1
v
'V

the degree of' social adjustment

,j

"oJ

_

•

ch they (the

mental defective) had made, their present level of
intelligence and their personal hIstoric:: siLce leavinl'-'( the ODLol'ltuni tv 0chool. II
__

aeVICeS:
J'

J.

...

In or'd.er to realize his

V

l' '::J--I I' h0 ;::,C't CLlilOrQ-blnet, 1 0;:;u 7 ,)t,anIord -l.:anet",
P

:l

,-, •

,

rJ

"t

the Arr!ly Alpha, the Ohio Literacy, the

r,

-~.

Sta~~ford

achievement Internlediate heading 1est, the Porteus
iiiaze, anci the'.,Iinelanci Social L"aturi ty Scale.

'The

author of the study also used his own scale for social
enf'e
C omnet'~
"''''1:'

v.
The results of testing for

I.~.

change show

ed, certainly, a si:-::nii'icant increase in :nean I.Q ••

The

investigator found a mean increase of 15.4 points in
us 1 ng Ule lOlr'" tanr ora -ljlne t •
~.l-1

•

J.

()

n

k)

~ ~

~-.

The 1937 revi-

si on of the Binet sbowed a 27.2 point increas e in
meCen I

6

t,~

$

10.8 I.Q.

Al1Tl~/

1he

&

point~);

Alpha showed a mean incl"eas e of

the Porteus L-i.aze an increase of 24.0

It is interesting to note that the reading
tests did not register sifnificant increases.
II

au thor) s urmi zed:
increases in

I.~.

The

it seemed evident ttJa t the

were not due to increased reading

abili ty.ll
The social adjustment of these individuals
is termed adequate by the ej;aminer.

1his evaluation

was determined by the Vineland :J cal e D.nd the examiner!s own scale.

There was a correlation of .66

be

I.'~.

een changes in

concluded that

II ••

line individuals
in out complex

S

0

CRn

and ::'ocial adjustment.

SO[lle feebleminded

a~]d

Luench

borcier-

and do ::lake 2uitable adiustments
v

oc}.ety. If
(9) in an article entitled,
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"ls I.lental Deficiency Curable?lI, refers
study.

Doll did not agree

~ith

the conclusion that

some feebler:linded and borderline indi
adjustments~

adequate social

This disagreement is

ori~inal dia~nosi~

based UDon the

~

L

was unsuitable.

~

jince the

tion were diagnosed be

dual scan rnake

.] .
lcn, Do 11, c.D.lmS,
•

1

i~dividuals

--\

under investiva

een the ages of thirteen and

fourteen years, the inadequacy of the classification at this age cOnfOrT(LS to a recent sto.tement by
Doll ( 8) that rer:::;ons cannot be termed feebleminde;d
until adulthood.
in the CY-i ticism!
dull norrno.ls

Y)

The following question was raised
o'Nas their (the feebleminded and

change in status due to the fact that

they were not cormni t ted to ins ti. tuti ons but li ving
in a normal society?"

The critic answers his ques-

tion in the n.egative:

liOn the contrary, I\!uench was

unable to relate t})(:" C'l,an0'es
""-0
_

J.J.V

or regimen.!!

J.

t' 0

8.Y'l~y
-"-

l

Qy"ecl' f1 c +'ne-rqpiT
v ..

Vi"

........

--\...A. ...."~J

He continues by sayin3' that the study

II'-ro:r:t'r, ch':r'1r;-e~
v_
e~).,..1·1.. At:> .':)
••• I"'l8,.realed Ci"playea'
lit

that would be borne out

b~{

1.1.

e

tr

A concl us ion

some institutional ex-

perience.
It should be pOinted out, however, that the

r'J5 -0

individuals in Muenchfs study improved, not because
of' any
it.

Il

speciflc therapy or regimsn,rt but

thout

If the changes found were "delayed growth ll from

an original state of inadequacy severe enough to
warrant placmnent in an opportunity room, then might
not there be a therapy or regimen which could act
as a catalyst for growth?
Perhaps one of the most superfically startl
ing and widely published investigations in recent
literature is IIChane;es in Personal, :)ocial, and
intellectual Behavior of Children Oririnally Classified as Feeblemended il , an eight year stuciy conduc.ted
by Bernardine Schmidt (26).
an experimental

educ~:.ti

Dr. Scymlidt initiated

onal training program for two

hundred and fifty-four children wi th ini tiul .3ta.nfordBinet I

'-'

.\:~&

!

S

being 51.7).
certain

II

below 70 (the mean I.Q. for the group
The technique employed to satisfy

predi ca ted needs tl of the chi Id1"en, pl us

the six major objectives of the

pro8roo~,

IS

des crib-

ed by Dr. ()cb.midt:
"Ins tructional method was characterized by:

1) group

plannin~;

2) group experiences; 3) in-school

reproduction of situational experiences; and 4) the

36

us e of the crea ti ve and mani pul C::l ti ve arts."
The investigator found at the end of the
three year

II

t~;an s)_ xty-fi ve

in-s chool II peri od "more

per cent were no longer clasrifiable

-

G

ed."
a mean

ri~q"ole
_ v..L

t1r'1·rtv-ne·-~en
_ _ U J
.:)
V

_0

of

inc~ease

O-l-C'

the

J"_

._

...:>

V

At the ond of the

19.9point~.

H •••

onl y

seven percent were found to halTe I.Q.
and 57, and none we:ce below

l'naJl'''ate o

i'lO'10-0'r()1~11
J1
1 __ J.

_~.L

five year !tpost-school!! period

feeblemind

a3

th~tt

a point

ts betwee~ 50

level.

At the

other end of the scale eighty-six point four per
cent ranked in the 'dull' or 'normal' levels.

Only

s even point two Dercent of the group l"G]na:Lned
Ifeebleminded~

at the close of the studv."
v

ChangGs in pers anal and
were also noted:

~)

ocial bella-vi or

!lBy the end of the study, the ::o..ver-

age adjustment of the total experimental group was

equal to that of the averaGe adult, both according
to standardized measures and their academic, voca-

In vari ous putli ca ti on8 s ev-eral pel'S ons
have challenged Dr. Sell.midt's I'vor'1-;:.

(16), in the Journal of Exc

tional Children

reported the test results of cl1ildren
t8f~chiYlQ:
'-'

Ay'thur S. Hill,
has

th wb_om

methods sj_m:LlaY' to SChrhicit's l!{ere used.
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His res ul ts

it may be observed that the I.Q&

changes of seventy-

per cent of the

0

g~oup

fell

thin a relatively static classification."
though Hill IS group was smaller than SclunidtYs and
there was a difference in re-test interval, his
results should have shown a
if Schmidtfs conclusions

mo~e

wer(~

positive leaning

valid.

(9), was possibly refe;.'ring to the Schmidt type

study when he said:

tl

From time to time cures have

been reported on the part of others than psychologists
who have presumably been deaLing wi th r;1ental deficisncyas a clinical sym.ptom-complexes.

Few, if any,

of these cures have stood the test of time or the
confirmation of other investigators.!!
A more direct critique of the study is
Samuel A. Kirk's aJ:ticle, (18), "S cbJnidt's Study of
IPeebleminded!f Children", in which he o.ttacks the
investiaator's
basic statistical information
o
cerning the original I.Q.1s of her subjects.

COD-

Fifty

per cent of the children reconl :.ended for s:recial
Y1

classes in Chica"o
he claims.

haVb

I.Q. 's abolre s:Lxty-nine,

Dr. Scbmidt (26) has replied b::. rt;ferr-

ins Kirk to authori ties who

~)uper'vised

the study
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and the Child Placement Bureau's records.
Since the precedi

i:~

sue is not campl ete-

ly settled it would be more profitable to turn to a
cri ticism by Florence L. Goodenough (15) who attacks
the study .by referl'iGo' to inconsistencies
the monograph itself.

Accordi

thin

to Goodenough:

ttAll in all, it seems not unfair to say that, for
the most part, the findings of this stuciy must be
taken on

f::~i tIl.

And that fai t1.~ is not s trenutbened
,-,

by a critical examination of those parts of the

s ta tis ti cal ta bl es tll at penni t chec1<:i ng for ari thmetical accuracy.ll

Equally, if not more important

is the criticism of Schmidt's lack of nethodological
explanation.

Goo(:ell.ough

point~1

out that Dr. Scl1midt

elaborates upon results rather than the specific
T:lethoQ employed in thE:

trt~atment

classes; there is no adequate
treatment.

of the special

reco~'din;;

of tha.t

PS YCB OTHERAPEUT I C

(Individual and Group Psychotherapy)

Edgar A. vall (9) expresses the following belief in

re~!'ard

to the IlCurability" of mental

deficiency by they·apy:
the criterion of curability is referrable
to the efficacy of specific therapy. Not while
taking the treatment but because of it becomes
the standard of judgment. We cannot therefore
claim a cure but only an adventitious or
spontaneous recovery Qnless the rationale of
specific therapy is factually demonstrated.
e ••

This is an extremely difficult requirement to fulfill.

The present study does not propose

to claim a cure but only to rerort the results after
therapy upon one factor.

Because of

~ntangible

variables it is difficult to deal with individuals
in a scientific manner.
with individuals.

Psychology is concerned

Consequently, it finds itself

emsshed in a web of criticism from those, usually
within its own ranks, who are oriented in scientific
methodology.

This

c~iticism

is frequently needed

in order to aid in the construction of more precise
studies and in the interpretations of results frool
the studies.

PAHT II
SiCTION B
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The demands of scientific methodology,
however, often cannot be fulfilled.
pratical

r~atters

In view of

an investigator must at times forego

a more ade4uate study, in terms of methodology, in
order to have any study at atl.

This i8 especially

true for the area of psychotherapy.

Almost all of

the therapeutic work to date has been done with
normal individuals, intellectually speaking, since
psychother'apists have frequently regarded low intelligence as precluding psychotherapeutic aid.
ODe of the beginnine: inquiries into the
pos~~ible

aid for the mentally

throur:h

::~ubnorm3.l

psychotherapy Vias reported by Lillian Glassman (13 )"
Conducted over a three year period (1938-1940), the
study was an effort to detennine the possibility of
therapeutic success with dull

nor~al

children.

1he

study was carr/ied out by comparinr the results of
psychot~1erapeutic

treatment of

twenty-fj.,;.~e

of hifh intelligence

~itt

1s.
.
norma 1 IDQ1VIG.ua

The mean I. Q. 's for tIle two

:l'

,~

an equal

c}:;ildr-en

g~oup

groups were 121 and 85, respectively.
mental and control

r~roups

Ylere

of dull

The exprei-

;l~atched accordi:~~g

to

age, sex,

econ~nic

status, and home situation.

I children received very nearly the S2me number of
therapeutic contacts.

cordi~~g

to the

,~lutbor

there

was no variation in the type of treatment given to
the tV[O groups.

In determininQ' the results of treat
,~

ment, Glassman used an adjustment rating scale (The
A-B scale).

r:rhe scale is constructed in terms of

prob]
aa' J·ue.u t',':c~'nt
v,.
..
. ell~CJ
.,_0.

Those having better adjust-

,I.

ment were rated as

!IAn

by the scale; those having

poor adjus tuent and an incrsas e in pers onal py'o'blems
wer(::: rated as

itFIl
.u

0

By analysis of the A-E scale

resul ts, the inves tiga tor found th:}. t treatment was
more effective with dull normal children than with
The author of tbe article emphasizes
that the validity of suct results would rest to a
g;:ea t extent upon the intens i ty of mr;.l3.djus tr:lent
before ths program was put into operation.
proble;':, behavi or as a

;-nea~nn't:,

Using

Glassman concluded

that both groups were approximately at the same
level of adjustment before therapy began.
of thb

r~sults

of th8

follo,,'in[ statement:

~tudy

In view

the author makes the
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Our findings appear to be strictly compatable
witb. the basic principle2 of dynamic psychiatr-y
anc social casework. The principles emphasize
that the chief therapeutic elements in psyehological treatment is the relationship between
therapist and patient. If this is so -- if a
child is enabled to overcome his emotional
distui'baLces chiefly throup;h being ~j.ven the
exper'ience of a warm, acceptir:.g, secure relationslrlp and the opportunity oI expressing,
in one vlay or another),
3 fears and conflicts
-- then it shoul~ not be expected that hiFh
inlt~lliGPncp
_
v ___ .......
:::: v _ _
v

i~
__
l.,J

~

nec8s0)q'J~y'
I...A. •
,,~

_

I.,..

fo·J.~

..-

suc~es~ful
V
,_
...

I

results, for' insic:ht ano intellectG8.1 understandi
on the part of the patient are not
requir8d.
GlaSSrtlanfs study was investigs.tj.
of

relatio~ship

the

crite.~ia

S .cL· Ud'T
J ,

a~':.L

I.~.

1,ll8

standin8 to therapeutic success

of whict wa:: bette'" adjustJ:':ent.

s cu<; seal
U

"r"0.'''1'
Out:!'-' 1..L 't'.
F~' v
j,

,\--, ') f'
1.

u .. )

Muench's

s hm'in tIla t s O~1e

indi lTicn.L"l f s diarrnos ed as feebleminded have made sa tisfactory adjusL:lents with a corresponding
intelligence level.
study

accompli~.ted

~he

ri~:e

in

subjects of the latter

theil' change ','ii \.liout a specific

therapy or regixen over a peri o~ of eig.l1teen

ye~~rs.

On the other hanci, Glassnanfs subjects reached their

I.~.

the application of therapy;
recorded.

The

t~o stu~ies

parable but they ar:. si

change was not

are not precisely com-

18.1"

enough fo}- ideas to be

drawn from them.

The question arises:

therapy, over a short period of time,
si

~'ni 1'i c:J.n t

Can psychObrin~'about

a

se in I.Q.?

'-

Before investigating this question further,
the case of insitutionalized mental deficients should
be reviewed.

F. C. Thorne (32), after a perusal of

recognized child

guid~nce

methods, established a

plan for counselinv and guidance at Brandon State
School, Vermont.

cr'he in9,ti tute received a cOElplete

chElnge of policy in regard to ciisciplining of inmates.
Corporal punishr:lOnts were abolished;
ments were of one day's duration.

mino~:

punish-

Major offsnses

were treated by counseling and psychotherapy. Thorne
defines his objecti,tes in couns elinp: mental

defc.~ctives:

a) accepting the mental defective as being a
worthy indi vidual in s r;i te of [lis defects,
b) pennitti
expression and clarification of
emotional react:Lons,
c) patiently teacbinG him methods for resisting
frustration and a.cruevirw emotional control,
d) outlining standards for acceptable conduct
within tfie ability of each individual Child,
e) building up self-confidence and respect by
providing experiences of success, and
f) training the chile to seek help intelligently
throuR'b couns eline... f~,-ht;n faced wi t'c unsu::c-'mountable problems.
\.-

An analYSis of the results, which ,vas

...

only a preliminary qualitative evaluation .•• ,tl
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1~horne

considered lithe most important therapeutic

factor to be the ernoti anal s ecuri ty ge.ined from
Ii vinFi~ inti ••• a stable well-regulated enviromnent
where one is accepted anti has some worthwhile work
to accomplish. 1I

The results of the therapy was

evaluated by conduct, school and records, clinical
Us :i.ng this yards ti ck Thorne found the. t
sixty-six per cent of his cases were improved,
twenty-three per cent were unChanged, ten per cent
were worse. Thorne realized that the above results
do not lead to definite conclusions.
ever, feel that

counseli~g

worthy of the effort.

He does, how-

of Dental dsfectives is

1'hE arti cle clos es wi th tte

recorn .. :enda ti on for further re8.3 earch in tlL area.
It is recognized that the
was conducted in an institution.

~recedi"g

study

Consequently, it

is not surprising that the therapy was aimed at adjust~ent

within fairly rigid

bound~.

This reference

is specifically aimed at the st'ited objectives of the
therapy.

One

CEu~not

help but s pecul8.te upon the

possible results of a therapeutic program that is
not obligated to fulfill any grosE social requiremente

hence, the present study intends to utilize

5-

non-directive therapy in a situation that has only
the limitations necessary to tie the therapy to the
realm of reality.

SO,

the present study is fulfill

lng a small pa:ct of the recommenda ti on for further

research in this area.

There is no detraction from

the importance of the present study by the fact that
th institutionalized cases.
Studies related to exceptional children in ungraded
classes are of equal, if not of more, consequence
than those institutionalized.

Society still con-

siders the children in these classes educable and
any investigation bearing upon improvement of
potentialities may help detennine future treatment
poli ci es.
Perhaps the most recent study in this area,
and more per'tinent to this review, is that of Dr.
Milton Cotzin (7).

At Southbury Training School,

Connecticut, Dr. Cotzin initiated a group psychotherapy rrogrrun to deal with mentally defective problem boys.

In this case, nine boys were studied.

chronological ages of the group averaged fourteen
years, five months with a range from eleven years,
six months to fourteen years and five months.

The

The

{'.

0-

average I. Q. of the group was !:tbout 62; range from
50 to 79 with only one boy

vin&! an I.

above 70.

The time spent in the institution averaged five
years.

'rhe nine subjects that compromised the study

were selected because of constant referral to the
Department of Psychological Services.

All nine had

experienced individual psychotherapy.
The therapeutic program was added to the
regul ar s cho 01 curri cuI um.
sessions,

extendi~g

The tE:n thera peu ti c

over a ttree week periou, last-

ed onE: hour and Ji fte8i'.. minu tas each.
h':d two rnain aims;

The fiLs t bei

Trea trH311 t

to give

individual insi[bt on release, in so far as
into hi ;_: own

behc~

1I •••

each

~ossible,

vi or

the behavior of other indi viduals iT:

th\~

group. It

Cotzin1s second aim was that " .•• of haying the
therapist as a part of the group, gain further
knowledg'e diagnostically about e:icll individual. tt
In order- to reali ze thes e
tha t

hi~'

neu tral
Cotzin

I' •••

~;ole

aim,c~

the therapi s t fel t

would not be adequa te.

poi~ted

aggres~iv~,hostile,

out that the

gro~p

was

resentful, and bitter to-

wards the therapist and towards the other members
of the group.1I

Thes6 traits were exhibiteCt to such
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an extent that the therapist felt that limits should
be establishec.

Consequently, a method was utilized

whereby the aggressiveness could be controlled.
This was accomplished by setting up boxinfl matches
with
••• II

II • • •

the therapist acting as impartial referee

and the r(~s t of the chi 1 dren acting as audl enc e •

Cotzin felt that nIt was the beginninu~ of therapy,
the start of diagnostic observation. II
ren

aprea:~'ed

After the cb.ilanot1~er

to gain more of a group feeling,

device was used;

the "courtroom scene. II

thin this

structure"the therapist acted as judge, each child
in turn

wa~

tbe defendant on the stand and every

other child in tUl.·n acted as prosecutor, wi tb the
remainj_ng chi Id.rlon s erving H~ pentlemen of the jUl"'Y. t!
The tberapis t fel t that the aius of
being accomplished:

the

chilclr(~n

.
. ' t Slnce
.
In .
Inslgn
more pOSl't'Ive f

expres s ed by them.

tb,~;

therapy were

ar'pe':3.red to be gainl'

ee~12gs

were oelng
,

•

The therapis thirDs eli' s ta ted that

he began to get a real understanding,

diagno~:tically,

of the gr oup.
The cases were followed through for one
year ';',:i tll a

rel~ort

ment, given twice.

on tlL group, in terms of adjus trIhe first report, two months

after therapy, demons tra ted improver:lents in bellavi or e
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After a one year period six of the bays still showed
improvement; three were classified as well adjusted,
the remaining three as fairly well adjusted.
From this exploratory study Dr. Cotzin
concludes.

tiThe objecti VE: of

p~:;ychotherapy,

namely

correction and improvement of personality and of
social adjus t;nent,
He

poi::~t~'

C8.n

bE met in the: mental def8cti ve. tt

up the importance of group therapy in deal-

ing with mentally deficient inaividuals.

It has besn

ahown that individual therapy ses?ions witt mentally
defective persons have not been too successful.

The

author explJin::: this experience by emphafiz}.l'lS the
inability of the ment1lly defective to verbalize;
this type

seem~~

to function moe adequately in a

marc:: concrete :.ituation.

SUCD a conclusion is apI.ar-

ently borne out by test result,' which dernonstrate
the ;: ubnormal' spoor fune ti oni
ab::s tr~lct it

LtS.

on th,

verb~l

ano

CotzJ.n fU2"thcr concludes thc, t the

role of the therapist should be active (indirect
particir~,tion)

e

rihe [;l.ethod. of

the auth02 considers adequate,
previously.
to be th

structurin~:,
ha:~,

been

which

di::cu~'sed

Also, the investigator considers nine

maxi}~1al

number to be deal t \vi th in a trss.t-

ment of this sort.

In

~~lation
v
---

.....

to

u~ne~al
t-:
\,../--....

~~rJic~tion
--1:- 1-' -..-'- -- ....

9-

of results emphasis is placed upon the role of those
in charge of the

d~ficients:

. •• cot tage pare~lts or teachers FlUS t not as s ume
the 1"011,:-; of the adul t who originally had part
in the genesis of the behavior difficulties ..•
outlets for the repressed hostility and aggreosion of the child rnu:::t be ~,rovided; adequate
means of showing Id~ needs for acceptance,
affecti on, s ecuri ty, leadership, rnuf, t be availo.ble.
tt:\~

AccordinG to other workers i.TI

are not reI· ted to

~,~e~tally

fi eld

ciefic.ient rroble, _ chil-

drc;n alone, but to mentally deficient children in
gener.al.

When dealing in res ul t.e::· of 1. Dves ti.ga ti ons

wi tll lndi \iidu:1ls, One

c~).n

:make broad g(;nerali za tt ons

but not specific claims in regard to prediction.
Several investigators have made perso::1ali ty s.tudie.s
of the mentally deficient with known testi
Others have studied tlle proble:): on

nlOl"e gsneral

8.

P. T. Teska (31) has reported in the

social basis.
latter area.

devi ces .

In an article deali--

the adjust-

~i

that there ar,> four t,ain fD,ctors --creventiYlg.... the ad-

Ie

Failure of the parent to recognize the
oub'1o "'nal-i -lv ;:)Y1d to ace' e n + ernotv -j Y"lV)a1ly and
'Ole~-'.)all--;J +"'e
'1
ca1~'11.
~.:. v,".l..
Ii
1 LA.:''''Q'l'
1
l' 1· eQ" C"'l' J Q"
v

.L

Y

J.. ......

~

L.,

,)

................)

Q

J~

V

•.

1.1

-,

~

_l...Ll....

•

.,"-.

_
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2.

1'he necessity to compete ir~ a scbool ~';ystem
geared to the needs of children of mentality
superior to his.

3.

The exaggerated runphasis placed by parents
and teachers upon the role of intelli~~nce
in successful living.

4.

'The philosophy shared by too many teachers,
parents and even clinicians that subnor~al
ity is a regrettable con~ition about which
nothing can be done beyond its r~c08nitione
these four pOints as being

generally valid,

Becau~e

of these antecedents,

he found that the mentally subnormal child reacts
most favore,bly to likindnes.'

D.!1.d

confidence. II

Al-

though the above report is general and ill defined,
l'

t o~
0'1 \Ies
,

of the general state of

n
C\.

affairs in

r~gc\.rd

to the subnormal.

Per'hap8 nn

important omis ion is the possibility of
taction of the child as well as

~-'e

overp~o-

rejecti:)D ','!bich

was graa tl y empha::;i zed .
Hans Neuer (24) point.:; out that I!overwhelmin.~ 1~2~r~ntal

love anG. over-protection"

create a despotic child

~ho ~ever

ance.

~·iou.lc;.

to

SUCil

~:;timulate

a si tuatioll
groVlth,

Jn3.y

well

learns self-reli-

certainly not be one

i~ltel~~ectual

or social.

(32) s e(:.1:18 to sum tile :: i tuati on by i ndi c at-inc

Thorne
U~a t,
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according to unpublished data related to the clinical
treatment of five
SaInG

hund~ed

mental

defective~,

" .•• the

aetiolo;ical factors were operative as in normal

childpen ••.• "

For furtD(;r clarification, Thorne

~)D.ys

that the average familial mental defective, because
of his subnormal intellectual endoVlment, cannot
oompete wi tt others of hi:) age g;:oup.

The ensui ng

frustration results i.n a regression to lfinfantile
emotional behavior

~ith

many undesirable compensatory

reactions which are nonnal and understandable for
one of bis intel"Lectual level. 1I

F: .::'~T'
DIG,~....,

u"";,-',;
::

't;0'
lUll.'

PART III

AL
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A historical survey of studies in )?iental
deficiency

~hows

many diverse and conflicting results.

Lack of unity is found even in the basic concepts
and definitiJns of the condition which may account
for some of the confusion.

Other' contriputing

factors to this general state of affairs may have
bt;en variations in methods, procedures, and analysis.
Since the area of mental deficiency is
still in an unsettled state, the

pr8se~t

study,

though exploratory in nature, hopes to add pertinent
thou~ht

data that might help to crystullize
ti ve to the general probl 8j·i:.

rela-

Studl es of ins ti tu-

tionalized mental deficients have shown, generally,
( 01
t 'nat t'ne I .~.

.(:l

~ ,

~nese

....,
1
IDUIVIOU8._S

'
ooes
vary ana"

Investigations of social adjustment have
some

;~letltally

deficient persons do

]:~8.ke

sho~n

that

adequate

social acju::, t:nent~:, wi tl~ and Ni thout s peci~l trainiug.

l1'hose .:ho ha'J8 studied environlnental changes

and their influence upon I

.s~.

possible direct relationship

standi:rl,('~
bet~'leel'l

noticed a

them.

Eeports

of ps ychotherc.1.peu ti c trea t;:ient ha-;TG been encouraging,

These investigators have:; felt that rl1entally defie
ient clients do become better adjusted

throu~h

this

medi u.rn e
Through the methods and procedures outlined on the following pages, it is hoped that resul ts
might be obtained concerning what seems to be tho
~.

L

next question in the chain of investigations;

Does

psychotherapeutic treo.tment cause a variance i!: I .Q.?

IV
A8SUluPTI JNS

U~~DEL~l1YI

HYPOTHESIS
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J" E. Ander,s on (1 ) aays:

"Fr'om modern

discussions the principle emerges that a small
sdmple selected
la 1' a'

a~

awn_.In

i~

accordance with criteria rigidly
•
I""li
gIves more slgnlIcanG
ana

"":'1.

aQv~nce

.j.

4'

"

meaningf\il results than a much larger sample the
characteristics of 'Nhich are unknown. It
The sample is asswneo to be representative
of the group from which it is drawn.
tion is made on the grounds

th,~t

study will be selected at random

'This asswnp-

the subjects for
f~rnn

the group

meeting the rifid criteria in section V.
The Stanford-Binet
is

thou~zht
'-..,

I.~.

I

test (1937 revision)

suitable for thi;:; level.

It :nas been

us ed j'rlany times by vari OUS inve.s tiga tors

i~1

tliis area

and has often been instrumental in determining,-. the
treatment of the individual.
ularly reliable wi tl:

yOU:~'lg

This test is partic-

children,

si~:.ce

the pro-

b:-lble error i ;lcreas es wi th age.
'Ihe Grace Arthur Point Scale is most valid
and reliable when scores are obtained for children
between the ae;es. of seven and thirteen.

v
IvlE1 HODS AND PROCEDUllliS
1

-5

METHODS

PROCEDURES

A. The students of the Louisville Public Schoolfs
ungraded classes will be evaluated by the follow
ing primary criteria:
1)

2)
3)
4)

Sex: 1';:ale.
Chronological Age: 8 to 9 years.
Initial Stanford-Binet (1937): 60 to 69 I.Q •.
Physic~\l record and exam:
To determine
endogenous classification.

And the fOllowinr; secondary criteria:
1)

2)
3)

Socio-eco':'~omic

status: Determined by the
Minnesota Scale of Paternal Occupation.
Past educatiJnal experience: Determined
by the len~th of time spent in formal
education lor special education)
Status of Social j\laturation: Determined
by the Vineland Social Maturity Scale.
The experimental and control groups will

be chosen frool the final group that meets the primary
criteria and does not show great variation in the
.,
·
SeCODQary
C::"l' ter1a.
meetin~

the above qualifications Nill be

code nUJilbers.

a~signed

The t'NO groups for study (ten each)

will be selected
Bo

The names of the indi viduals

f~t'om

the table of rLlndom nu.mber's.

Procedure and Apparatus:

The Testing Program:
The testing program will be divided into
three sessions:

session one

bei~g

befors therapy;
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session two immediately after therapy and session
three six montbB after therapy.

Each session will

be of two dayts duration witb the Grace Arthur Scale
of Performance Tests being administered on the first
day in orde):' to establish a good relation wi th the
subject before administration of the more ve:tbal
Stanford-Binet on the second day.
At the first session one half of the control group and one half of the experimental group1
as determined by the table of random nWltbers, will

Grace Arthur.
At the second session the subjects

11 be

aciJninistered the alterns.te form of the tests given
during session one,
At the t:bi rd s es s i on the t es ts· gi ven during session one will be repeated.
The

testin~

will be done by four exruniners.

Assignment of subjects to examiners will be determined
by utilizing the table of random numbers e
The Therapeutic Program:
The experimental group will meet with the
therapist for group non-directive play therapy sessions
tw 0 hours a c.ay, f1 ve days a

y.,r

esk, fro:n the 27 June
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1949 through 20 August 1949.

the control group

will neither experience psychotherapy not any spe
progral!1 but will be

.~ubject

al

to the testing procedure.

Virginis. M. Axline (3 ) des cri bes the

non~

directive counselor's eight basic guiding principles
i

0

all therapeutic contacts:

1. The t:~el')apist must develop a w·(~rm friendly relationsl'1ip wi tb the child, in which gooe. report is
established as soon as possible.((In group therapy) ••
the therapiBt must exercise caution to prevent
focusing the responses tmvard one child at the
expense of others.)
2. The therapist accepts the child exactly as he
is. (To apply this principle in a group si tuation
the therapist is obliged continually to check
responses so that one child in a group does not
feel at any time that he is being compared or
contrasted with any other member of the group.)
3. fIhe therapist establishes a feeling of penniss-

iveness in the relationship so that the child
feels free to express his feelings completely.
(The children note the ready acceptance of each
child's expression by the therapist and the freedom
of expression seems to be contagiou3.)
4. 1he therapist is alert to recognize the feelings
the child is expressing' and r;:;flects those feelings back to him in such a man~er ttat he gains
in~iITht into his behavior. (When there is~more
than-one child in the playroom the therapist's
opportunities to reflect feeling are minimized •
the therapist must center her attention upon indi vi duals and at the s arne time s ca t ter her
responses so that no child feels neglected.)
•• e
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5. The therapist maintains a deep respect for the
cbildts ability to solve his own problems if
given an opportunity to do so. The responsibility to make choices and to institute change is
the child fS
(It applies at all times to each
child, whethe~ alone or in a group.)
II

6. The therapist does not att~npt to direct the child1s
actions or conversation in any mantlel'l. rIhe; child
leads the way: the therapist follows. (The crJ.ld
leads and therapis follo~s in a group contact just
as in an individual contact.)

7. The therapist does not attempt to

~urry the therapy along. It is a r;r~l.dual rl'1oce~)s and is r8Co('2'nized as such bv the therapist.
1...)

\)

8. The therapist establishes only those limitations
1-v 1"1
are 1'1 e c e c ~ ',' 1"7J " "t,o an-_.C'.l"1-....
Oi" th e' ;'8
I)~r
to t11_,,8
IN or~-d
... '-l ,;.
-I.)
.a...
of reali ty a~ld to make th~~ chi ld aware of his
responsibiJ,ity in the r:"latiJnship. (The limit·::>ti ("'1~ i" re rr'::) 1"Q" ,t, 0 Q" pr: 'tru Ct1' '\T(J da-'·~Q'ey.ouQ.
rl,lld
"'''''c-aggress:Lve behavior ••• apply also to"f~roup therapy.)
_L.l,.;

l-::;J.,.

-'-

....

~_ .... 1..J

.......

-~.

WI...).·"

.(:::!.... -A~

11.

)

"'-../'-.1

~

V,

..

l.

'liheraov sessions are }:,eld in

a doll

f~~mily;

s oldj. ers o.n6

II

c'

...t..

a 1 c~,::::v
a r· 12'
G

equi

an~1y

Ot' )I(_H~
n-i ·.. :0,
.... "'.VIJ l . . . ~ . . . . ~u
{J'
l."'c.

1'l 'i

_

room equip&.)-

8.

~

a doll hous (; ':if: 1-;. L),rni ture; toy

t'

l!l::-tel,'i:lls includi

:1,
11' ',('8

I"",

play room:

Materials used in
J.

J..I.

C:L 01 J- ,

,

q'hle ;

a.'J

3nu
•••

:,.,:It; toy animals; play hous e
n'-'-1-i
-..,s
,-,l~o..~. .i.

clot~es

c L'~J
q von S •
-~,
v;

,

('\0-1./
LJ,

bas. t;
q -C 1 ("_,/,

doll ;e'"'
'., v,
~

8. cii6e~~.

f'-'
.11

,=>Y'l

VL

doll;

nq-'j r+s'
1..)'--',v
)

aandbox, sc:.nd; ,YClsl:,basin; toy ,r:uns; peg pounci.i:1E sets;

wooden mallets; pape,:' dolls; li'\ tlc

C~1rs;

al::'plar:,es;
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ne :,jSp,3.pers; inexpensi ve ct1tti
l

p:\.p~

Y1; pi c tures of

have proved to be utilized iu expres3ive play.

c.

Prcpo~.ed

An:llysis o{ L,ta Including Stati~:;tic:Jl

P~ocedure:

l

•

2.

' Wl!~
. " 1 'De LD8.
,'
t o~f
the most, .lmpor t.l.
aUG ana l
Y813
thu test scores. rIo dete::mine statistical
significance, th,.; Fisher II t H device ':,:ill be
us ed. r.l'his devi ce ~'[i 11 8.180 be U." ed on V: e
rS3ul ts ottained from te~·ts at
e eno. of
the six month follow up period.
~'

Further analysis ~!ill be a search for- implications indicated by the results.

\1'1
AS6UT. iPTIONS UNJJEELYING

.. 60

PEOCnDUR1S:
A. Methods:
1. The method (part.V, Section A) is assumed to
be adequate and suitable. ~his assumption is
made on the grounds thut the
0 study gl'oups
are well enough def:L:.ed by the cri teri a to
be similar.
B. Procedures:
1. It is assumed that the individuals in the study
group are living according to their usual
routir:.e
t11 tbe excepti or~ of the added
factors initiated by the procedures of this
investigation. (see Part V, Section B). This
as~;umption is obviously inadequate since
control of envirorunental processes is impossible; how eve::.'" , it is inva~')j.bly the risk
taken in a ttemDtiE;:' a s tud-,' of inai viduals.
....

'.'

'.'

2. The as sumpti ODS under-I yi::;.g the tes tint:
program have been discussed in Part IV.
3. It is also asstUl1.ed tbat non-directive F.rouP
the~ary is an adequate situation for growth
to occur; an asslnnpti on bas ed upon the aim of
the method.
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